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What is difference between web object and web items 

 

If I want 10 payment installments (OBB8 & OBB9) how to do in payment terms ? 

 

Who Prepare the Master Test Plan? Who Prepare the Test Plan? 

 

What is the golden rule of accounting? 

 

How would you parameterize the text field "Country" and the same "country" when it 

appears as combo field on other page with text field city and same with City combo 

field? 

 

WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF LIST REPORTS? 

 

Parameterization need to be done when only one value need to be passed? 

 

Difference between DTD and XSD ? 

 

What is the Test Case? What is the Testing? 

 

What are the disadvantages of alias? 

 

What is a source list? 

 

How should testers write the test cases without Specifications? 
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What actually testers do in Smoke Testing? 

 

Concept of object oriented programming 

 

How to connect crystal report with vb.net? 

 

WHAT IS INDEXING? 

 

What is risk based testing? 

 

What the difference in between function and sub and give some code as well 

 

Have you code any new programs in COBOL? What is the functionality of the 

programs? 

 

What type of defects we can find while preparing the test plan 

 

Display a roll having minimum marks in two subjects? 


